RNA molecules often fold into evolutionarily selected functional structures. Yet, the literature 29 offers neither a satisfactory definition for "structured RNA regions", nor a computational 30 method to accurately identify such regions. Here, we define structured RNA regions based 31 on the premise that both stems and loops in functional RNA structures should be conserved 32 among RNA molecules sharing high sequence homology. In addition, we present a 33 computational approach to identify RNA regions possessing evolutionarily conserved 34 secondary structures, RNA ISRAEU (RNA Identification of Structured Regions As 35 Evolutionary Unchanged). Applying this method to H1N1 influenza mRNAs revealed 36 previously unknown structured RNA regions that are potentially essential for viral replication 37 2 and/or propagation. Evolutionary conservation of RNA structural elements may explain, in 38 part, why mutations in some nucleotide positions within influenza mRNAs occur significantly 39 more often than in others. We found that mutations occurring in conserved nucleotide 40 positions may be more disruptive for structured RNA regions than single nucleotide 41 polymorphisms in positions that are more prone to changes. Finally, we predicted 42 computationally a previously unknown stem-loop structure and demonstrated that 43 oligonucleotides complementing the stem (but not the loop or unrelated sequences) reduce 44 viral replication in vitro. These results contribute to understanding influenza A virus evolution 45 and can be applied to rational design of attenuated vaccines and/or drug designs based on 46 disrupting conserved RNA structural elements. 47 48 AUTHOR SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION

63
The biological functions of RNA secondary structures and their evolutionary impact is a topic 64 of great interest and importance (1-11). Since 1990s, conceptually novel computational standing conundrum of why different nucleotides in influenza genome mutate with such a 290 varied frequency. The enormous influence of amino acid conservation could explain only a 291 part of this phenomenon because many nucleotide substitutions are synonymous ones thus 292 cannot be explained by amino acid conservation. The first hypothesis was that if a mutation 293 happens within a structured RNA region it would disrupt the structure and be filtered out.
294
Thus, even if a mutation rate was the same for all nucleotides, the only mutations observed 295 in nature would be those happening outside of the structured RNA regions (PSR) and 296 neutral for RNA structures. If an exact picture of each RNA structure was available, it would 297 be possible to define structurally disruptive mutations visually as those that change the 298 shape(s) of the structure(s). However, modern computational methods do not make it 299 possible to predict exact RNA structures for long RNA molecules. Such predictions are 300 inaccurate and cannot be relied upon (14, (42) (43) (44) . Thus, we had to define structurally 301 disruptive mutations based on the number of nucleotides in structured RNA regions, which 302 would change their W-C pairing probabilities to a level aberrant of their naturally observed 303 range. Contrary to original expectations, we showed that the nucleotide positions which are 304 the least prone to being mutated do not collocate with regions of conserved RNA structures.
305
Instead, the frequently and/or rarely mutating positions are randomly spread along the RNA 306 sequences. Although it was demonstrated that the most frequently mutating positions within 307 influenza genome are not collocated within unstructured RNA regions, this finding does not 308 refute the main hypothesis that states: "Mutations, which occur in nucleotide positions that 309 are the most prone to single nucleotide polymorphisms, have less of an effect on structured 310 RNA regions than mutations, which occur in positions that are less likely to be changed".
311
A mutation does not necessarily have to take place inside the PSR in order to be disruptive 312 for a structure. For example, prior to mutation, a particular G was paired to a particular C 313 forming a structure. If a mutation outside the structure changes some A to C, it may become 
347
Extracting complex structures from comparing structurization profiles with profiles of mean 348 pairing probabilities may require special analytical tools that are not a part of this first-stage 349 study. However, discovering the simplest hairpin structure may not require additional 350 instruments. Thus, when 10 nucleotides were found to possess very high means of 351 probabilities to be bonded in the entire dataset, followed by 8 structurally conserved 352 nucleotides which were apparently uncoupled, and then another 10 nucleotides that are 353 likely to be paired and complementing the first 10 as W-C bonding partners, these findings 354 showed existence of a previously unknown evolutionarily conserved RNA hairpin structure.
355
In vitro testing has confirmed that interfering with a stem of a previously unknown 356 computationally predicted RNA structured region indeed reduces viral replication. We expect 357 that future experimental testing will reveal the functions, these evolutionarily conserved RNA 358 secondary structures, perform during the course of viral infection.
359
It would be important to test whether pandemic and seasonal influenza strains indeed share 360 some PSRs and whether the difference in RNA structurization may play a role in pandemic 361 vs. non-pandemic viral phenotypes. Another direction of the future research would be to 362 expand our computational definition of a structured RNA region to predict evolutionarily 363 conserved RNA tertiary structures, especially in those RNAs that are hard to study by high-have to be assessed in vitro and/or in vivo. Potentially, structurally conserved RNA regions 376 of viral RNAs may become a novel class of anti-viral drug targets. For example, anti-viral 377 agents selectively disrupting RNA structures vital for a viral life cycle may become a new 378 class of anti-viral therapies. As a preliminary proof of concept, we have demonstrated that an 379 oligonucleotide binding the computationally predicted stem of a hairpin in a PSR, indeed acts 380 as an anti-viral agent reducing in vitro viral replication. In contrast, statistically significant 381 effect on viral replication was not observed if the infected cells transfected with the oligos of 382 the same length, which bind outside of the predicted hairpin or do not bind to anything at all.
383
Interestingly, even an oligonucleotide complementing the loop of this hairpin was unable to 384 reduce viral replication in a statistically significant manner. Thus, the anti-viral effect was 385 specific to disrupting the hairpin's stem. RNA ISRAEU allows rapid rational design of 386 oligonucleotide cocktails interfering with multiple computationally predicted structures, so no 387 single or few mutations would result in a resistant viral strain.
388
Several approaches have been proposed for analysis of impact of SNPs on RNA structures 389 and deleterious mutation prediction (1, 58), including RNAsnp (59, 60), SNPfold (61),
390
RNAmute (62, 63), RNAmutants (64), and RDMAS (65). However, all these methods 391 compare structures of the original and mutated RNAs assessing the distance, the effect on 392 the RNA structure caused by SNPs. Although these methods are productive for the tasks 393 they were developed for, they cannot be applied to our problem. We do not compare 394 structures of an original and an altered RNA sequences. Instead, we compare structures of 395 hundreds of RNA sequences without attributing any of them the "original" status. Therefore, 396 the approach proposed here allows us to define: (i) a naturally occurring range of 397 probabilities, which represents a range of probability values that are the most likely to be 
405
Finally, we propose a new approach for the rational design of attenuated vaccines that would 406 be based on predicting mutations disruptive for conserved RNA structures and introducing 407 such mutations into viral genome. Indeed, disruption of an mRNA structure may serve as a genome consists of eight segments encoding seventeen proteins (66). Seven of those 420 proteins were excluded from the analysis due to the limited information about them. It is 421 known, however, that different influenza segments have different mutation rates (67). To 422 eliminate potential bias that can be caused by disproportional representation of similar 423 hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) sequences (these two influenza genes are 424 sequenced more often than the others because they constitute major viral antigens) and to 425 compare evolutionary structure conservation between different influenza mRNAs, only 426 completely sequenced influenza genomes were utilized in the analysis. An influenza genome 427 was considered completely sequenced if it had no missing parts, no unknown nucleotides,
428
and if sequences of the ten major mRNAs (namely, PB1, PB2, PA, HA, NP, NA, M1, M2, 429 NS1, and NS2) were known. In order to further increase coherence of the dataset, only 
439
Redundancy of data may introduce significant bias. To avoid it, one must only use a 440 representative subset of sequences instead of analyzing all possible strains. Therefore, 441 strains that were too similar were eliminated from further analysis; and, a non-redundant 442 subset of strains was created. Any two strains in the non-redundant subset possess no less 443 than 50 nucleotide differences per complete genome. In short, the first strain was chosen 444 randomly from the dataset described in the previous section, then added to the non-445 redundant subset. Then, a different strain was randomly chosen and added to the non-446 redundant subset only if the newly chosen sequence had at least 50 nucleotide differences 447 versus all strains in the non-redundant subset. This step was repeated until no more 448 sequences could be added to the non-redundant subset. The described procedure was done 449 separately for the pandemic and non-pandemic influenza datasets described above.
450
Structural Conservation of a Nucleotide Position
451
As a first step, for each mRNA sequence in the datasets, the probability of every nucleotide 452 within an RNA chain to be coupled via W-C bond was calculated. For that purpose, the 
513
Some positions in influenza genome are more prone to being mutated than others. The 514 ability to define quantitatively effects of mutations on RNA structurization permitted the 515 opportunity to propose a method for assessment, if mutations taking place in the frequently 516 mutating positions have the same effect on RNA structurization as mutations occurring in the 517 conserved ones. Two sets of in silico mutants were generated introducing synonymous 518 mutations in nucleotide positions that are either the most or the least prone to being 519 mutated. These two sets of mutations were compared for their effect on structured RNA 520 regions.
521
In order to normalize for the length difference among influenza mRNAs, the number of 522 changed nucleotides, which were introduced into each mRNA, was in proportion to the 523 length of the mRNA (Table 1 ). The required number of synonymous SNPs was introduced 524 into every mRNA sequence from the original datasets. In order to generate an in silico 525 mutant from an original mRNA sequence, the required number of positions that are the most 526 or the least prone to being mutated were randomly selected. Every codon, which contains 527 the selected position, was changed to an alternative one encoding the same amino acid with 528 the condition that the new codon is not observed in the particular position in any mRNA 529 sequence from the datasets. Influenza mRNAs contain relatively high number of conserved 530 positions and relatively few often mutating ones. As a result, for every mRNA, the number of 531 in silico mutants with SNPs in conserved positions was equal to the number of wild type 532 influenza strains in the datasets. However, due to a small number of frequently mutating 533 positions, it was impossible for some mRNAs to generate the same number of unique 534 mutants by introducing SNPs only to positions prone to being mutated. In those cases, all 535 possible mutants were kept for further analysis -namely, 103 for non-pandemic M2, 95 for 536 pandemic M2, and 109 for pandemic NS2.
537
For each computer-generated mutant, the probability of every nucleotide to be in a double-538 stranded conformation was calculated. Based on those probabilities, we calculated the 539 number of nucleotides within structured RNA regions (PSRs), which changed their 540 probability of being paired to a value outside of the naturally occurring range of probabilities 541 for this position. Such numbers were combined into two datasets: one for mutations 542 introduced into highly mutable positions and another -for mutations introduced in highly 
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Design of Antisense DNA-oligonucleotides
568
We designed antisense oligonucleotides, which may potentially disrupt the aforementioned 569 predicted RNA-structure. A random oligonucleotide, "rand10", with minimal probability of 570 having targets in the human hosts and viral genome was used as a control . Another control, 571 "off10", was an oligonucleotide with a target to the adjacent region on the NS2 gene mRNA 572 (Table 3) . . .
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